Invitation to Help Collect and Share Quotes
and Other Resources on Successful Living Skills
The Collaborative Infopreneurship Network Benefit Corporation is preparing to
help launch the affiliated non‐profit University for Successful Living by publishing
the initial 14 of 101 pending titles. Each of the 14 stand‐alone titles for Solving Life's
Ultimate Success Puzzles is filled with fun interactive quizzes, self‐discovery exercises,
implementation tools and featured resources and quotes. They are designed to help
readers realize more of their potential, fulfill their life purpose and mission and
discover how to create their Ultimate Destiny (whatever that means to each one.)
We envision an international network of thousands of Centers for Successful Living
and Empowerment Resource Centers staffed with certified Successful Living Coaches,
Empowerment Consultants and Empower Mentors. The University and Centers will
help Expand the Circle of Success by providing expanded distribution channels for the
world’s best resources for personal, organizational and community empowerment.
As a result, people may be better able to develop a larger vision of themselves, learn
how to set and achieve goals, increase their performance levels, manifest stewardship
over increased financial resources, and live happier more productive lives.
There is the potential for new businesses and jobs to be created. Families, neighbor‐
hoods and communities could be empowered and strengthened. Successive
generations could realize more of their potential and America could fulfill its ultimate
destiny as an example of a fully actualized society. Our ultimate goal is to help people
world‐wide A.R.K. ‐‐ Awaken to their true spiritual identity, Realize more of their
potential, and Know how to create their ultimate destiny. We plan to serve as the
catalyst for the establishment of thousands of locally initiated facilities all over the
world and the certification of thousands of facilitators. This will be accomplished
primarily through strategic alliances with some of the world’s leading resources for
success and empowerment, including world‐class success coaches and trainers,
particularly our Ultimate Destiny Hall of Fame Award recipients.
On the next page are a few areas we have identified as “Successful Living
Skills” that we share in our publications and programs. Please add any other
skills you consider important in achieving life success and share your favorite
quotes AND any recommended resources on any or all of these that we could
include as Featured Resources.

Thank you for helping us gather and share positive uplifting information!

The following 14 topics and titles are included in the Ultimate Destiny
Success System™ (UDSS) and University for Successful Living™ (USL)
Solving Life’s Ultimate Success Puzzles™
Fulfilling Your Ultimate Destiny
Realizing Your Ultimate Potential
Creating Financial Freedom and Prosperity
Fulfilling Your Life Purpose and Mission
Creating Loving Empowering Relationships
Achieving Ultimate Business or Career Success
Attaining Spiritual Enlightenment
Enjoying Ultimate Health and Well-Being
Raising Your Level of Consciousness
Harnessing Your Creative Mind Power
Living in Peace, Joy and Balance
Making a Difference and Leaving a Legacy
Fostering Personal and Planetary Sustainability
The following are variations of Success Skills identified by Paul J. Meyer
Maintaining a Positive Mental Attitude
Developing a Goal Achievement Orientation
Mastering the Art of Self-Motivation
Practicing Creative Thinking and Problem Solving
Harnessing Your Creative Power with Visioning and Visualization
Reinforcing Your Vision with Affirmations
Accessing Inner Wisdom with Meditation and Mindfulness
These 7 are steps to fulfilling your destiny included in the 14 UDSS titles
Know Yourself
Awaken to Inner Guidance
Create Powerful Intentions
Nurture Your Heart's Desires
Imagine Your Ideal Future
Believe in Your Dreams and Ultimate Success
Radiate Gratitude and Appreciation

To share your additional ideas for Successful Living and your favorite
quotes and recommended resources, contact Charles Betterton at
+1 928-554-4715 or ceo@ultimatedestinyuniversity.org. Thank you!
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